
 [The Total Exhibition for Electronic Equipment 2023] About today's carry-out 
 
To all exhibitors 
 
According to the "Tokyo Meteorological Information on Heavy Rain, High Waves and Lightning" released by the 
Japan Meteorological Agency at 11:21 a.m. on February 2, the current typhoon No. 2 is expected to hit the Kanto 
Koshin region from the night of February 2 through the morning of March 3, 
A linear precipitation zone is expected to develop in the Kanto Koshin area from the night of November 2 to the 
morning of November 3, and the risk of heavy rainfall disasters may increase sharply. 
The risk of heavy rainfall disasters is expected to increase sharply. 
*For the latest typhoon information, please check the Japan Meteorological Agency's website. 
https://www.jma.go.jp/bosai/#pattern=rain_snow&area_type=class20s&area_code=1310800 
https://www.jma.go.jp/bosai/#area_type=class20s&area_code=1310800&pattern=rain_snow 
 
In consideration of the above situation, The Total Exhibition for Electronic Equipment 2023 Secretariat have 
decided to allow exhibitors to accelerate some of the preparation time for dismantling. 
The following is a list of the exhibitors who will be able to move their booths to a later date. 
 
In principle, there will be no changes to the schedule for removal as described in the "Information for Exhibitors" 
distributed yesterday. 
However, in consideration of the safety and of everyone and the time to return home involved, we have decided to 
set 16:00-17:00 as the "preparation time for removal". 
During this time, you can pack products, panels, catalogs, etc., and prepare to move them out to the extent that you 
are able to work inside the booth, 
The closing time of the exhibition will remain unchanged at 17:00. 
Whether or not exhibitors will use the time to prepare for move-out is up to each exhibitor, 
the preparation time for move-out will be at the discretion of each exhibitor. 
 
 
Schedule for move-out 
<Additional> 16:00- "Time to prepare for move-out" (packing, etc. that can be done in the booth) 
17:00 End of exhibition and start of removal work (removal by hand or cart) 
17:30- Power transmission, water supply, drainage, and air shutdown inside the booth (tentative) 
18:00 Start of vehicles entering the exhibition hall (tentative) 
22:00 End of removal work *Please strictly observe the removal time. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact the secretariat. 
Thank you for your continued support. 
 
 
The Total Exhibition for Electronic Equipment 2023 Secretariat. 
TEL 03-5657-0767 Email: jpcashow@jtbcom.co.jp 
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